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Quadient DS-180i
paigns to highly sensitive mailings such as medical billing, payroll and financial statements. The system uses Quadient’s proprietary and robust
IMOS operating system and, as a result, has the features and technology to
meet the demands of your business with ease. Due to its ability to handle a
superior document packet thickness of ¼”, the DS-180i allows you to process a wide variety of mail for invoicing, monthly statements, marketing
campaigns and virtually all of your organizations mail requirements. The
system’s large color graphic interface reaches new heights in user friendliness and workflow programming. Enhance the productivity of your mail
center with the DS-180i Performance Package. It has earned the designation of “Performance Package” for its increased processing speed, envelope capacity, enhanced sealing capacity and productivity. The DS-180i
can be customized to process your applications
with up to 8 system modules and 17 feeders.
DS-200i: The new standard in mail production,
the DS-200i is a powerful solution that has an
advanced modular design that will grow with
mailer needs. Quadient
engineers took a hard
look at mail centers
Quadient DS-200i
around the world and
then designed this advanced folding and inserting system which can
be customized to meet the workflow requirements of the widest range
of mailing applications, including flats. The practical speed is up to
5,000 envelopes per hour and can handle monthly volumes up to
200,000. Users will find practical innovation everywhere you look.
Powerful and intuitive, the DS-200i has an unlimited job memory;
auto-setup, which eliminates hours of manual adjustments; a unique
scanning module reads almost any type of document coding; landscape insertion, offering higher speeds and lower envelope costs; and
a 22” color touch screen.

Quadient DS-600i with DEP

DS-600i: The DS600i Meets
the workflow demands of almost every mailing application – from direct marketing
to highly sensitive mailings
including medical billing and
patient information, to payroll and personal financial
statements. Our inline secure
personalization module provides security and the ability
to meet privacy compliance

requirements. For marketers, it provides unprecedented personalization opportunities. The
DS600i fully integrated
direct impression envelope printing solution allows you to personalize
envelopes as part of the Quadient DS-1200G4i
mail assembly process. This eliminates the need for window envelopes and
insures the privacy of your important customer information. Once the documents have been folded and inserted, the secure system prints the matched
name and address on the closed face envelope. This process ensures integrity and security, allowing sensitive information to remain confidential.
DS-1200G4i: The DS-1200G4i is designed to operate at the highest practical speed and efficiency – up to 12,000 envelopes per hour – streamlining the entire mailing process, from input to throughput to output, even
during peak or rush times. The high-capacity sheet feeders, insert stations, envelope feeder, and updated vertical envelope output stacker enable users to maintain the highest level of operational productivity even
for the most demanding mail processing job.
CONTACT: For more information call Quadient at 800-636-7678 or
click www.quadient.com.

Mailstream Direct Mail Finishing System

§ Rollem International
CATEGORY: Inserter Mailing Systems
PRODUCT: Mailstream Direct Mail Finishing System
COMPANY: Rollem International, 1650 S Lewis St., Anaheim, CA
92805-6413. Phone: 800-272-4381. Web: www.rollemusa.com/mail.
MAILSTREAM: Print, finish, and mail 10-in-one. Mailstream, a new
direct mail finishing system, converts press sheets to finished mail products while maintaining zip
code order. Apply 10 processes in one operation including hot, cold and fugitive
glue; tear-off coupons; tip-on
cards; trimming, slitting, scoring, pattern-perforations, and
scratch-off labels. Mail integrity is maintained creating
folded, glued products ready
for delivery to mail bins. Glue
closures meet USPS requireTwo-Up Trifold Mailer
ments and eliminate the need
for wafer seals. In-line and near-Line configurations available.
CONTACT: For more information, call 800-272-4381 or click
www.rollemusa.com/mail.
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